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With two experiments it was examined whether one or two clocks operate the timing of
two intervals presented simultaneously.The target interval always preceded the distracter
interval, and was longer than it.Thus, the distracter was completely embedded within the
target interval.The participants used the method of temporal production.The stimuli to be
judged differed in modality which allowed for testing the hypothesis of modality-speciﬁc
internal clocks that operate in parallel and independent from one another when two stimuli
were presented at the same time. The main results of this study were as follows. First,
production times of the target interval increased proportionally with production times of
the distracter interval. Second, the auditory distracter interval was on average produced in
less time than the visual distracter interval.Third, a target interval that was accompanied
by an auditory distracter interval was on average produced in less time than a target inter-
val that was accompanied by a visual distracter interval.The results obtained support the
hypothesis of multiple clocks being involved in the timing of different intervals presented
simultaneously.
Keywords: simultaneous timing, temporal judgment, temporal decision making, modality, dual-clock hypothesis,
multiple timers
INTRODUCTION
Decision making involves the selection of at least two options
which may differ regarding any attribute that is salient to the deci-
sion maker. Temporal decision making is a special case of choices
madebetweenalternativesdifferinginduration(Klapproth,2008).
Examples of temporal decision making in real live are numerous
and ubiquitous,be it the judgment of the duration of a boring sit-
uation (often accompanied by the hope of an early ending of that
situation) or the estimation of cooking time in order to prevent
a meal from getting burnt. Several models have been proposed to
explain and predict human and non-human temporal judgments.
Most of these models rely on assumptions concerning an internal
clock that in some aspects resembles a physical clock. For exam-
ple, both the physical clock and the “mental” clock emit “pulses”
at a regular pace (like the ﬁnger or the digits of a clock), both do
in some way record the elapsed time by either storing the emit-
ted pulses (mental clock) or adding seconds to the next minute
(physical clock), and both need some form of energy (current in
case of a physical clock and attention in case of a mental clock) to
make them work. Moreover,as with the physical clock,the mental
clock is prone to errors (although to a much larger degree). The
latter attribute has provoked a lot of research since errors in judg-
mentsof timeseemtoobeysomeprinciples.Oneprincipleasserts
that estimates of real duration are, on average, accurate, that is,
if a subject makes several estimates of a given duration, then the
mean time measured by the mental clock corresponds to the time
measured by the physical clock. A second principle is a form of
Weber’s Law which means that SDs of temporal judgments grow
proportionally with the mean of time estimations.
Most prominent theories that explain regularities in human
and non-human temporal judgments with reference to mental
clocks are the scalar-timing theory (Gibbon et al., 1984; Gibbon,
1991) and modiﬁcations of it. The scalar-timing theory posits
three stages of processing temporal information that are involved
in temporal judgments: a clock, consisting of a pacemaker which
generates pulses at a regular pace (with random error), which
are recorded and added by an accumulator; a memory which
stores pulses transferred from the accumulator for a longer while;
and a comparison process through which a judgment is made
by relating the to be judged duration to a reference duration
stored in memory. Modiﬁcations of scalar-timing theory (or of its
information-processing model) have altered the decision rule as
to which sameness or differences of durations are examined (e.g.,
Wearden, 1992), have added attention as a factor that is supposed
to affect temporal judgments (e.g., Block and Zakay, 1996), or
haveproposedtheclocktobesensitivetophysiologicalorphysical
properties (like, for example, stimulus modality, cf. Penney et al.,
1998;Wearden et al., 1998).
One model that is able to explain variations in attention and
clock speed is the attentional-gate model proposed by Block and
Zakay (1996) and Zakay and Block (1996, 1998). Like the scalar-
timing model, the attentional-gate model is composed of a pace-
maker that emits pulses at a constant rate, a cognitive counter,
and a decision-making stage. An additional component is the
attentional-gate. The attentional-gate is assumed to explain the
inﬂuence of a person’s attentional resource allocation to timing.
The more attention is allocated to the timing process, the wider
(metaphorically speaking) is the gate, thus allowing more pulses
to be counted within a given period of time. Conversely, limit-
ing attention for the timing of events will result in fewer pulses
counted. Limitation of attention may be achieved by dividing
attentional resources between attending to external events and
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attending to time (Zakay and Block, 1997). How accuracy in tim-
ingdeclineswhenprocessingdemandsareincreasedhasoftenbeen
investigated by the use of so-called dual-task procedures. In tim-
ing experiments, examples of tasks that were executed in order to
distract attention from the timing were card sorting (Hicks et al.,
1976),memoryscanning(FortinandRousseau,1998),orlistening
to music (Brown et al., 1992).
Models of temporal decision making have initially been devel-
oped to describe and explain judgments of single durations, that
is,durationsof stimulithatoccurinsuccessionratherthaninpar-
allel. However, we know from everyday life and from a growing
body of research that humans and even non-human animals are
able to estimate the durations of more than one stimulus simul-
taneously (cf. Curtis and Rule, 1977; Rule et al., 1983; Meck and
Church, 1984; Rule and Curtis, 1985; Brown and West, 1990; van
Rijn and Taatgen, 2008).
Most authors who aimed at explaining effects of simultane-
ous timing referred to limited attentional resources. If a timing
device necessitates attention to be operated, timing of two inter-
vals simultaneously might lead to a conﬂict in sharing attentional
resources in order to monitor these intervals. Sharing attention
means that less attention is devoted to the timing of either inter-
val, resulting in judgmental biases compared to single-stimulus
timing. According to the attentional-gate model (e.g., Block and
Zakay,1996),withdrawing attention from a timing task will result
in less accurate temporal judgments. However,their model might
allow for more precise predictions on how simultaneous timing
will alter temporal judgments. The model predicts that if atten-
tion is distracted from the main timing task, fewer pulses will be
accumulated during a certain period of time which will result in
a shortening of perceived time. However, with temporal produc-
tions, the opposite pattern is likely to occur. Because perceived
time is shortened, more time will be needed to accumulate the
number of pulses that deﬁnes the mental equivalent of that dura-
tion. In other words, when people are required to produce a time
intervalandaretofulﬁllanothertaskinparallel,timeproductions
should become longer, compared to people who are engaged in
the time-production task only (see for example, Hemmes et al.,
2004; Brown and Merchant,2007). This should also be true when
twotimingtasksareconductedconcurrently.Thatis,ifattentionis
dividedbetweenbothtimingtasks,eachtaskwillbeprovidedwith
fewer attentional resources, resulting in longer time productions,
than if it would be done solely.
Concerning the internal clock in simultaneous timing, some
authors suggest the existence of one central pacemaker but dif-
ferent counters, each for every signal to be timed (e.g., Church,
1984; van Rijn and Taatgen, 2008). If one clock operates the tim-
ingof twoparallelevents,simultaneoustiminghastobeconverted
into sequential timing. This might be done by dividing the stream
of stimuli into segments that are deﬁned by stimulus onsets and
offsets. For example, suppose the duration of two stimuli has to
be judged, and both stimuli overlap to a certain degree. The ﬁrst
stimulus to be judged starts at t1, and while the stimulus is being
presented, the second stimulus occurs at t2. Suppose further that
the second stimulus is completely embedded within the ﬁrst one.
That is, presentation of the second stimulus will end at t3, and
ﬁnally the ﬁrst stimulus will end at t4.When judging the duration
of both stimuli, one can divide the duration of the stimuli into
threesegments,whicharethesegmentt1t2,thesegmentt2t3,and
the segment t3t4. The duration of the ﬁrst stimulus can then be
judgedbyaddingallsegments,whereasthedurationof thesecond
stimulus might be judged by judging the segment t2t3.
Others propose that timing different intervals simultaneously
necessitates multiple independent clocks which generate pulses
that are switched into multiple accumulators. First hints referring
to the existence of multiple clocks come from studies where rats
were trained on a peak procedure in which three levers were indi-
vidually associated with different durations initiated by the onset
ofasinglesignal(Matelletal.,2004,2006;BuhusiandMeck,2009).
The responses of the rats showed that they were able to time the
durationsquiteindependentlyfromeachother,suggestingtheuse
of independent clocks rather than a single clock.
If each of both concurrent stimuli is timed by a separate and
independentpacemaker,judgingbothdurationsmightbeaffected
by different pacemaker speeds. Pacemaker speed has been dis-
cussed to be governed by stimulus modality (Penney et al., 1998;
Weardenetal.,1998),referringtothefactthatintervalsmarkedby
auditory signals are judged – on average – as being longer in dura-
tion than intervals marked by visual signals when both intervals
are in fact the same (e.g., Goldstone and Goldfarb, 1964; Gold-
stone,1968;Goldstone and Lhamon,1974;Sebel andWilsoncroft,
1983;Stubbsetal.,1984).Accordingtotheattentional-gatemodel,
auditory stimulation increases the frequency of the pacemaker,
resulting in a larger number of pulses being accumulated within a
given time period. Thus, compared to time intervals presented by
visual signals of equal length,time intervals presented by auditory
signals should be judged as being longer in duration.
In this study, the method of temporal production was used
to examine effects of concurrent timing on timing performance.
In temporal production, participants are presented with a stimu-
lus, and their task is to stop its presentation after a pre-speciﬁed
time has elapsed. Usually, mean time productions vary linearly,
and approximately accurately, with the time the participants are
asked to produce,with more variance in judgments the longer the
time produced is (Wearden and McShane, 1988; Wearden, 2003).
In simultaneous temporal production, two (or more) durations
have to be produced in parallel. This is achieved when the stim-
uli which have to be terminated overlap in part or in total. In
the experiments of this study,the target interval was accompanied
by a distracter interval, which was always shorter than the target
interval and completely embedded within it.
Temporal productions have frequently been used for eliciting
temporal judgments, especially within the dual-task paradigm in
order to show interference effects between the timing task and the
distracter task (e.g.,Fortin and Breton,1995;Hemmes et al.,2004;
Brown and Merchant, 2007). However, when individual temporal
productions are transformed into relative frequencies, distribu-
tions of these frequencies tend to be slightly skewed,although the
ﬁttothenormaldistributionhasbeenshowntobegenerallygood
(Wearden and McShane, 1988).
Two hypotheses were tested with this study, each pertinent
to a single possible source of variance in simultaneous temporal
judgments. First, it was hypothesized that if attentional resources
neededtojudgestimulusdurationarelimitedandmustbedivided
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in case of the timing of two concurrent stimuli, temporal judg-
ments in simultaneous timing should be altered in relation to the
overlap of the two durations. During overlap, fewer pulses would
beaccumulatedwithinatimeperiodforeachintervaltobejudged
than if only a single interval has to be estimated. Therefore, it
would take more time to reach the critical number of pulses that
reﬂect the time to be produced. Accordingly, production times of
the target interval should vary as a function of production times
of the distracter interval: the longer the distracter interval is pro-
duced, the longer should be the production times of the target
interval.
The second hypothesis was concerned with the question of
whether one or two clocks are needed if two durations have
to be judged concurrently. If the stimuli presented in different
modalities would be timed by different and independent clocks,
one would expect modality-dependent effects on clock speed to
occur.Moreprecisely,ifonestimulusispresentedwithinthevisual
modality and the other stimulus is presented within the auditory
modality, the speed of the clock timing the visual interval should
be lower than the speed of the clock timing the auditory inter-
val (cf. Penney et al., 1998; Wearden et al., 1998). Hence, in case
of two independent clocks, productions of the distracter interval
should be shorter in theVIS–AUD condition than in theVIS–VIS
condition (and shorter in the AUD–AUD condition than in the
AUD–VIS condition) since clock speed in the auditory modality
is assumed to be higher than in the visual modality. Moreover, if
mean productions of the distracter interval presented within the
visualmodalityarelongerthanmeanproductionsof thedistracter
interval presented within the auditory modality, the duration of
the overlap of the target interval and the distracter interval should
be longer in the VIS–VIS condition than in the VIS–AUD con-
dition (and accordingly longer in the AUD–VIS condition than
in the AUD–AUD condition). The longer the overlap, the longer
shouldbetheproductiontimeforthetargetinterval.Hence,mean
productions of the target interval should be longer in the VIS–
VIS condition than in the VIS–AUD condition, and longer in the
AUD–VIS condition than in the AUD–AUD condition. Figure 1
illustrates the hypotheses stated above.
FIGURE 1 | Illustration of the hypotheses of this study. Left panel:
Illustration of Hypothesis 1 which states that estimated target duration
grows proportionally with estimated distracter duration; right panel:
Illustration of Hypothesis 2 which asserts that estimated target duration
grows proportionally with the announced distracter duration, but is longer
in case of a visual distracter stimulus than in case of an auditory distracter
stimulus.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In both experiments, the participants had to simultaneously pro-
duce two time intervals which had different onsets. The target
interval was the longer of both intervals, and the durations cho-
sen for the target interval were 9, 10, or 11s. The second interval,
the distracter interval, was shorter than the target interval and
was always embedded within the target interval. The conditions
realized differed regarding the modality of the target interval and
of the distracter interval. In Experiment 1, the target interval was
presented visually, and the distracter was either presented audi-
torily or visually. In Experiment 2, the distracter was again either
auditory or visual,but the target interval was presented auditorily.
Thus, four conditions were realized in total. In Experiment 1, the
conditions wereVIS–VIS andVIS–AUD, and in Experiment 2 the
conditions were AUD–AUD and AUD–VIS.
In this study, control trials in which participants judged only
a single duration were omitted. The major reason for this deci-
sion was that comparisons between single-stimulus timing and
simultaneous timing might be confounded with an effect of the
mere presentation of a second stimulus. Suppose that in simul-
taneous timing the target duration is produced longer than the
same duration in single-stimulus timing. This effect might be due
to the attention that is distracted from timing the target dura-
tion in order to judge the distracter duration in parallel. However,
detectingthedistracterstimulusmightalsocaptureattention,irre-
spectively of its duration (cf. Ivry and Hazeltine, 1995). Hence,
variance in judging the target interval in simultaneous timing
could be an effect of both the concurrent timing of the dis-
tracter stimulus and attending to its mere presentation. In this
study, duration-independent variance due to the mere presenta-
tion of the distracter stimulus was kept constant by comparing
conditions only differing in duration of the distracter stimulus.
Therefore, the hypotheses according to effects of the production
of the distracter duration on the production of the target dura-
tion were tested by varying the production times of the distracter
duration.
PARTICIPANTS
With Experiment 1, temporal judgments of 40 participants (22
women, 18 men) were examined. Mean age of all participants
was 30.3years (SD=4.6). In Experiment 2, 21 women and 19
men participated. Mean age of all participants was 29.7years
(SD=7.2).Theparticipantswererandomlyassignedtothecondi-
tions.Theparticipantsattendedvoluntarilyandgavetheirconsent
for participation in the experiments.
STIMULI AND APPARATUS
The target stimulus in Experiment 1 was a white square
(3cm×3cm) presented on a dark background on the left side
of the computer monitor screen. In Experiment 2,the target stim-
ulus was a sine tone of 300Hz, presented via headphones. The
distracterintervalswerepresentedeithervisuallyorauditorily.The
visual distracter stimulus was the same as the target stimulus, but
presented on the right side of the screen. The auditory distracter
stimulus was a 500-Hz sine tone, presented via headphones.
Allvisualexperimentalevents(includingtheinstructions)were
presented on a 15   computer screen (50Hz refresh rate), and
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were controlled by the software“Experimental Run Time System”
[ERTS],version 3.00,from BeriSoft,Frankfurt,Germany,running
onaPentium-II-Computer.Thesoftwareallowsforprecisetiming
of stimuli and responses in the milliseconds range. The distance
between the participants and the screen was about 70cm.
Inbothexperiments,whitedigitswerepresentedondarkback-
groundtotheparticipantsonthemonitorpriortoonsetofthetar-
get and distracter durations on each trial. These digits announced
the durations (in seconds) to be produced. The digits were either
“9,” “10,” or “11” for the target duration (presented on the left
side of the screen), and “2,”“4,” or “6” for the distracter duration
(presented on the right side of the screen).
PROCEDURE
The participants were tested individually in a moderately illumi-
nated and quiet room. After each participant took her/his seat in
frontofthemonitor,she/hewasinformedaboutthepurposeofthe
experiment. Then,the participant received instructions presented
on the computer screen.
Both the target interval and the distracter interval to be pro-
ducedweresymbolizedasdigitspresentedatthebeginningofeach
trial. The digit on the left side represented the target duration,the
digit on the right side the duration of the distracter. Presentation
of the digits was aborted by the participant’s key press.
Twosecondsafterabortionof thepresentationof thedigits,the
production task started in Experiment 1 with a white square pre-
sentedontheleftsideofthemonitor,andinExperiment2withthe
presentationofa300-Hzsinetone.Presentationofthetargetstim-
ulusindicatedtheparticipantstobeginwiththeproductionof the
targetinterval.Afterarandomlychoseninter-onsetinterval(IOI),
thestimulusindicatingthebeginningof theproductionof thedis-
tracterintervalstarted,whichwaseitherasecondsquareappearing
on the right side of the monitor (Condition VIS–VIS and Condi-
tion AUD–VIS), or a tone presented via headphones (Condition
AUD–AUD and Condition VIS–AUD). The production times of
the target intervals were announced to be 9, 10, or 11s, the pro-
duction times of the distracter interval were announced to be 2,4,
or 6s.
After the time had elapsed that was judged to be the same as
previously announced, the participants pressed the ALT key for
the target interval and the ALT-R key for the distracter interval.
By pressing either key, the respective stimulus disappeared. After
that,a new trial began following an inter-trial interval of 3s.
The participants were instructed to conduct the production
task by the following instruction (here an example of theVIS–VIS
condition is used; the original instructions were given in Ger-
man). In order to prevent the participants from using a simple
arithmetic as a strategy for timing the simultaneous stimuli, they
were encouraged not to count when producing the durations.
You will now be presented with two digits that will appear on
the computer monitor screen. One digit will appear on the
leftsideof thescreen,andonewillappearontherightsideof
the screen. These digits represent the durations (in seconds)
you will have to produce then. By pressing the space bar, the
digits will disappear. Please keep the digits in mind.
After disappearance of the digits, a white square will be
presented on the left side of the screen. Please wait for the
time that was previously indicated by the left digit until you
have to press the ALT key to terminate the appearance of the
left square.
While the left square is being presented, a second square
will occur on the right sight of the screen. Please wait for the
timethatwaspreviouslyindicatedbytherightdigituntilyou
have to press the ALT-R key to terminate the appearance of
the right square.
Please do not count when judging the durations.
Each participant judged every possible combination of the tar-
get duration and the distracter duration three times, resulting in
a total of 27 trials per participant. The onset of both durations
wastemporallydisplaced,withtheonsetof thedistracterduration
occurring later than the onset of the target duration. The IOI was
chosen randomly, with a minimum IOI=1.5s and a maximum
IOI=2.5s (mean IOI=2.0s).
RESULTS
EXPERIMENT 1
A ﬁrst step toward the analyses of the data obtained was to inspect
the frequency distributions of the temporal productions in order
toevaluatetheirappropriatenessforbeingenteredintoparametric
analyses. Therefore, frequencies of times produced were grouped
into bins of 0.50s width,and histograms were plotted.A Gaussian
curvewasﬁttedtothefrequencydistributions,withthesamemean
andthesameSDasthefrequencydistribution.Figure2showsthe
distributions for both the target durations (upper panel) and the
distracter durations (lower panel).
As can be seen, the distributions were unimodal and slightly
shifted to the left, which is also indicated by a mean being
somewhat larger than the median value. However, Kolmogorov–
Smirnovtestsconductedforeachdistributiontotestfordeviances
from normality yielded signiﬁcant deviations in most cases
(almost all p-values were smaller than p =0.01). Therefore,
square-root transformations of raw production times were con-
ducted, which yielded values that were better described by a nor-
mal distribution that the raw values. In fact, only one out of four
p-values were smaller than p =0.05,the remaining three p-values
were larger than p =0.10.
With Experiment 1 the hypothesis was tested that the duration
needed for producing the target interval should be linearly related
to the productions of the distracter interval. This hypothesis was
tested by regression analysis, with the square root of the tempo-
ral productions of the target time as criterion, and the square
root of the temporal productions of the distracter time as predic-
tor. Figure 3 shows the scatter plots obtained from Experiment
1 wherein the square root of the production times of the tar-
get interval (plotted on the ordinate) are related to the square
root of the production times of the distracter interval (plotted
on the abscissa). It is clearly visible that a linear relationship
well describes the connection between both durations. Regression
analyses yielded a slope of B1 =0.39 and an intercept of B0 =2.50
for Condition VIS–VIS, and a slope of B1 =0.38 and an intercept
of B0 =2.37 for Condition VIS–AUD. Both linear trends were
highly signiﬁcant (p <0.001).
Moreover, Experiment 1 aimed at answering the question of
how many clocks were involved in the production of two inter-
vals in parallel. If one clock would be sufﬁcient,one would expect
that temporal productions of the target interval should not differ
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FIGURE 2 | Histograms for times produced in Experiment 1. Upper panel:
Frequency distributions for the target durations. Lower panel: Frequency
distributions for the distracter durations. Each distribution is accompanied
with a Gaussian curve with the same mean and the same SD as the
frequency distribution. Additionally, the means, the medians, and the SDs of
the frequency distributions are depicted in the ﬁgure.
FIGURE 3 | Scatter plots showing the relationship between the square
root of the production times of the distracter interval (abscissa) and the
square root of the production times of the target interval (ordinate)
obtained from Experiment 1. Left panel: Data obtained from Condition
VIS–VIS; Right panel: Data obtained from Condition VIS–AUD.The straight line
indicates the least-square regression line.
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betweenbothconditions.However,if oneclockwouldoperatethe
timing of the target interval and another clock would operate the
timing of the distracter interval,each clock should be triggered by
stimulus modality. For the bimodal condition, this would mean
that the (auditory) distracter interval was timed by a clock that
was assumed to be“faster” than the clock timing the (visual) tar-
getinterval.If thisweretrue,twoconsequencesshouldfollow.The
ﬁrstconsequenceisrelatedtotheproductiontimeof thedistracter
intervals.If clockspeedwasalteredduetostimulusmodality,then
the auditory distracter interval should on average be produced in
less time than the visual distracter interval because the“auditory”
clock is supposed to emit pulses at a faster rate than the “visual”
clock.
As a second consequence, the mean production times of the
target interval should be shorter in Condition VIS–AUD than in
Condition VIS–VIS due to a shorter overlap of the target and the
distracter duration.
To test the second hypothesis,regression analysis was run,with
the square root of estimated target time as the criterion,and both
thesquarerootoftheannounceddistracterdurationanddistracter
modality as predictors. If the hypothesis holds,regression analysis
should reveal a linear trend, a positive regression weight for dis-
tracter duration (since the longer the distracter was announced
to be produced, the longer should the target be produced), and a
negative regression weight for modality (since target productions
should be shorter with an auditory than with a visual distracter).
Indeed, regression analysis conﬁrmed the hypothesis. Estimated
target time was a function of both distracter time (B1 =0.08,
p =0.004) and distracter modality (B2 =−0.20, p <0.001), with
an intercept of B0 =3.36, p <0.001. The linear trend was shown
to be signiﬁcant, F(2, 1075)=40.36, p <0.001. Figure 4 dis-
plays temporal productions of the target interval, estimated by
regression analysis.
FIGURE 4 |Temporal productions of the target interval in Experiment 2,
estimated by linear regression analysis.The straight line indicates
estimations of temporal productions in case the distracter stimulus was
presented visually, the interrupted line indicates temporal productions in
case the distracter stimulus was presented auditorily. Note that temporal
estimates and distracter times were displayed as untransformed values to
yield better comprehensibility.
EXPERIMENT 2
Analyses of results of Experiment 2 were the same as those con-
ducted in Experiment 1. First, the frequency distributions of the
production times were plotted (see Figure5).As in Experiment 1,
the distributions were in part skewed. Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests
yielded signiﬁcant deviations in most cases (almost all p-values
were smaller than p =0.01). After square-root transformation,
Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests identiﬁed only in one case a slight
deviationfromnormality(p =0.02),theremainingthreep-values
were larger than p =0.25.
Second, scatter plots were obtained with the transformed esti-
mates (Figure 6) which show the square root of the production
times of the target interval (plotted on the ordinate) related to
the square root of the production times of the distracter interval
(plotted on the abscissa).
Both inspection of the scatter plots and regression analyses
show a clear linear relationship between production times of the
targetintervalandproductiontimesofthedistracterinterval,indi-
cating again a proportional effect of the duration of the distracter
interval on the duration of the target interval. Regression analy-
ses yielded a slope of B1 =0.53 and an intercept of B0 =2.21 for
ConditionAUD–VIS,and a slope of B1 =0.61 and an intercept of
B0 =1.97forConditionAUD–AUD.Bothlineartrendswereagain
highly signiﬁcant (p <0.001).
Toexaminewhetherstimulusmodalityaffectedtheproduction
times of both the distracter stimuli and the target stimuli, regres-
sionanalysiswasrun,withthesquarerootof estimatedtargettime
as the criterion, and the square root of the announced distracter
duration and distracter modality as predictors. Again, regression
analysis conﬁrmed the hypothesis. Estimated target time was a
function of both the distracter time (B1 =0.18, p <0.001) and
distracter modality (B2 =−0.23, p <0.001), with an intercept
of B0 =3.23, p <0.001. The linear trend was signiﬁcant, F(2,
1077)=42.69, p <0.001. Figure 7 displays temporal productions
of the target interval, estimated by regression analysis.
DISCUSSION
Withthisstudy,itwasexaminedwhetheroneortwoclocksoperate
the timing of two intervals which were presented simultaneously.
Thetargetintervalalwaysprecededthedistracterinterval,andwas
longerthanit.Thus,thedistracterintervalwascompletelyembed-
dedwithinthetargetinterval.Theparticipantsusedthemethodof
temporalproduction,thatis,theymonitoredthedurationof both
stimuli and pressed a button when they judged a match between
a criterion which was announced prior to stimulus presentation,
andtheactualstimulusduration.Thestimulitobejudgeddiffered
in modality which allowed for testing the hypothesis of modality-
speciﬁc internal clocks that operate in parallel and independent
from one another when two stimuli were presented at the same
time.
The distributions of the production times of this study resem-
bled those obtained in previous studies (e.g., Wearden and
McShane,1988).Thedistributionswereslightlyskewed,withmore
productions made at intervals shorter than the mean than made
at intervals longer than the mean. Since skewness of data might
affectestimatesofparametricstatisticalanalyses,productiontimes
weresquare-roottransformed.Transformationofthedataactually
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FIGURE 5 | Histograms for times produced in Experiment 2. Upper panel:
Frequency distributions for the target durations. Lower panel: Frequency
distributions for the distracter durations. Each distribution is accompanied
with a Gaussian curve with the same mean and the same SD as the
frequency distribution. Additionally, the means, the medians, and the SDs of
the frequency distributions are depicted in the ﬁgure.
yielded a better ﬁt to normality than did untransformed data. The
followingdiscussionof theresultsisdonewithregardtothetrans-
formed data, although it might be generalized to untransformed
data as well.
Themainresultsof thisstudywereasfollows.First,production
times of the target interval varied proportionally with production
times of the distracter interval. On average, productions of the
target interval increased with increasing productions of the dis-
tracter interval. This result corresponds to predictions made by
the attentional-gate model proposed by Block and Zakay (1996)
which assumes that – due to limited attentional resources – doing
two tasks in parallel will affect performance on either task. More-
over, a linear relationship between production of the target and
production of the distracter points to a constant amount of atten-
tion per time unit that misses in temporal judgment when the
duration of two stimuli has to be judged concurrently. This result
isfurthermoreincontradictiontotheassumptionof asingleclock
that operates the timing of two stimuli presented in parallel by
dividing both durations into a succession of segments.
It may be argued that prolongation of the distracter duration
occurred in part due to a tendency of the participants not to end
the production of the target interval before production of the dis-
tracter interval had been ﬁnished because the participants knew
thatoneinterval(thetarget)wasalwayslongerthantheother(the
distracter). However, it should be noted that there was no explicit
requirement given in the instructions to wait with ﬁnishing the
productionof thetargetintervaluntilproductionof thedistracter
interval had been done. Moreover,as the IOI between the presen-
tation of the target stimulus and the presentation of the distracter
stimulus randomly varied, the participants were not able to infer
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FIGURE 6 | Scatter plots showing the relationship between the square
root of the production times of the distracter interval (abscissa) and the
square root of the production times of the target interval (ordinate)
obtained from Experiment 2. Left panel: Data obtained from Condition
AUD–AUD; right panel: Data obtained from Condition AUD–VIS.The straight
line indicates the least-square regression line.
FIGURE 7 |Temporal productions of the target interval in Experiment 2,
estimated by linear regression analysis.The straight line indicates
estimations of temporal productions in case the distracter stimulus was
presented visually, the interrupted line indicates temporal productions in
case the distracter stimulus was presented auditorily. Note that temporal
estimates and distracter times were displayed as untransformed values to
yield better comprehensibility.
thatproductionof thedistracterintervalshouldalwaysbeembed-
dedwithinproductionof thetargetinterval.Moreover,inspection
of the scatter plots might suggest that producing a short distracter
resulted in a shortening of the target production. Shortening in
this sense means that a short distracter would lead to a target that
isproducedinlesstimethanwhennodistracterispresented.Ifthis
were true, a contradiction to Zakay’s and Block’s attentional-gate
model would have been found since this model assumes always
a prolongation of the target production if a distracter duration
is to be judged in parallel. The reason for the assumed prolon-
gation is that according to the model doing two tasks in parallel
leaves fewer attentional resources for the single task so that each
single task has to be done with attentional deﬁcits. Hence, if less
attention is devoted to timing, longer instead of shorter temporal
productions should result. However, if a shortening effect in the
sense described above was actually present in this study it could
hardlybedetectedbecausetherewasnoconditionrealizedwherein
only one duration was to be judged.
Second, if one clock would operate the timing of the target
interval and another clock would operate the timing of the dis-
tracterinterval,itwasexpectedthateachclockshouldbetriggered
by stimulus modality separately. For the bimodal conditions real-
ized in this study,this would mean that the distracter interval was
timed by a clock that was assumed to be either “faster” than the
clocktimingthetargetinterval,if thetargetwasalightandthedis-
tracterwasasound,or“sloweddown,”ifthetargetwasasoundand
the distracter was a light. According to this hypothesis, two ﬁnd-
ingswereexpected.First,if clockspeedwasalteredduetostimulus
modality, then the auditory distracter interval should on average
beproducedinlesstimethanthevisualdistracterintervalbecause
the “auditory” clock is supposed to emit pulses at a faster rate
than the“visual” clock (Penney et al., 1998; Wearden et al., 1998)
Second, the produced duration of the target stimulus should be
shorter when accompanied by an auditorily presented distracter
than when accompanied by a visually presented distracter.
The actual outcomes matched the expected ones. As regres-
sion analyses have shown, target durations were produced in less
timewhendistracterstimuliwerepresentedauditorilyratherthan
visually. Moreover, production times of the target interval grew
proportionally with the announced duration of the distracter
stimulus.
This study brought evidence in favor of a timing device in
humansthatisabletoestimatetwodurationsinparallelbytheuse
of separateandindependentclocks.Timing,however,appearedto
be affected by limited attention since it was found that temporal
estimates of one stimulus varied proportionally with temporal
estimates of the second stimulus. The attentional-gate model
offers a straightforward explanation of this proportional effect.
It assumes a gate that allows pulses emitted by the pacemaker to
be stored and accumulated in a counter if attention is devoted to
the timing task. If,however,attention is detached from the timing
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task, fewer pulses are accumulated. This assumption can easily be
adapted to simultaneous timing. Whenever two timing tasks have
to be executed in parallel, attention has to be divided between
both timing tasks,therefore less attention is devoted to the timing
of a stimulus in simultaneous timing, compared to timing single
durations.
A quantitative modeling of simultaneous timing may be
achievedwhentheslopesandtheinterceptsobtainedinthisstudy,
and differences of slopes and intercepts between the conditions
realized,areanalyzedandinterpreted.Theslopereﬂectstheimpact
of the duration produced for the distracter stimulus on the dura-
tion produced for the target stimulus. The larger the slope, the
larger was the impact of the distracter duration on the target
duration.Ifthedistracterdurationwouldhavehadnoeffectonthe
targetduration,aslopeof(ornearto)zerowouldbeexpected.The
interceptrepresentsanestimateofthetargetduration,ifonewould
assume that there was no effect of the distracter on the target. It is
an additive constant that best predicts the nominal average value
for the target duration (which actually was 10s). The value of the
slopepointstotheamountof prolongationof thetargetduration.
For example, in Condition VIS–VIS of Experiment 1, mean slope
was 0.39. This value means that the square root of the production
of the target time increased by 0.39 times the square root of the
production of the distracter time. If the production time for the
distracterwas,forexample,4s,theadditionaltimethesquareroot
of the target was produced was on average
√
4×0.39s. Inserting
the values into the regression equation obtained will, of course,
easily yield the untransformed production times.
With respect to the attentional-gate model, the slope may be
interpreted as the amount to which attention was detached from
the timing of the target interval. If the slope would be zero,atten-
tion would be fully devoted to the target interval. On the contrary,
if the slope would be one, all attention would be withdrawn from
the timing of the target interval, since producing 1s of the dis-
tracter would result in an additional 1s of the target. Hence, in
case of a slope that equals one, timing both the distracter and
the target could be well described by the stop mode suggested by
Meck and Church (1983). In the stop mode, participants behave
as if they retain the pulses accumulated prior to the distracter,and
proceedwiththetimingof thetargetafterproducingthedistracter
had been ﬁnished.
One might speculate about the reason why the slopes obtained
from Experiment 1 were smaller than those obtained from
Experiment 2.A possible explanation refers to differences in clock
speed that have been assumed for the visually and auditorily
displayed target intervals, and the role attention might play in
timing. There is some evidence that information being active in
working memory is processed serially instead of simultaneously
(e.g., Sternberg, 1966; Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977). For exam-
ple, in a dual-count task in which subjects were required to keep
two running counts in working memory, they switched between
these counts in order to update both running counts (Garavan,
1998). If attention is necessary for counting the pulses that are
emittedbythepacemaker,onecanassumeanalogouslythatatten-
tion has to be switched from one counter to the other counter
in order to keep the counts in working memory, in case of two
counters being involved in timing. Consequently, since switching
needs some time,the pace with which attention switches between
both counters should have an effect on the outcome of the tim-
ing process. Suppose that switching from one counter to the other
counter takes the same time than to emit one pulse from the pace-
maker. In this case, attention would only capture every second
pulse, thus doubling the “normal” production time would result.
Incasetheattentionalswitchistwiceasfastasthepacemakerrate,
every pulse will be monitored, and counted. In Experiment 1, the
target stimulus was visual, whereas in Experiment 2 it was audi-
tory. If a clock timing an auditory stimulus is faster than a clock
timing a visual one, more pulses would be left during the atten-
tional switch in the auditory modality than in the visual modality.
Accordingly, the slope would be larger in audition than in vision.
The results obtained are in line with the hypothesis of multi-
ple clocks timing different overlapping stimuli. Nonetheless it is
unknown whether there exist components of the clock that might
be shared when judging time intervals in parallel. For example,
it seems plausible that only one reference memory is needed two
judge more than one interval simultaneously. Further research
shouldaddressthisissue.Moreover,withinthisstudyonlysimulta-
neoustemporaljudgmentswererealized.Thisexperimentaldesign
did not allow for comparisons between simultaneous and single
time productions. With respect to a possible shortening of target
productions when being accompanied with short distracter dura-
tions, it might be worth to extend this design by including direct
comparisons between single and parallel temporal productions.
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